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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #295 

Microsoft patents a method to “computerize the human body” and 
use it as a conduit for power transmission, data surveillance and 
control 
02/09/2024 // Lance D Johnson  

 
Microsoft’s latest innovation in computer science seeks to “computerize the human 
body” and use people as conductive mediums to transmit power and data. This system 
will be able to collect intimate information from the body for surveillance and data 
analysis and ultimately for remotely controlling people’s behaviors and thoughts. By 
computerizing the human body and digitizing every impulse, motive and behavioral 
pattern, humans become hack-able creatures whose perception can be controlled 
through emotional and sensory stimulants transmitted directly back to them. 
 

Microsoft patent portends a future of hack-able humans, wired for control. 
 
Patent US6754472B1 lays out Microsoft’s plans for using humans as an apparatus for 
distributing power to devices coupled to the human body. By using the human body as a 
power source and connecting people to peripheral devices, Microsoft can turn the 
human body into a computer network. Corporations can then extract data and stimulate 
human senses, all while exposing the internal organs and cellular systems to EMFs. As 
the human body becomes computerized, corporations can then communicate 
messages and use official narratives to guide people’s behavior. By providing a 
constant stream of data, humans will be controlled by the very devices that are coupled 
to their computerized body. As the technology advances, these power and 
communication signals may be transmitted from one body to another through touch. 
 
This invention will not require the use of wearable devices that have a direct interface. 
This invention can also include multiple wearable microchips that do not have a direct 
interface. Instead, these microchips can be used as relays across the body, collecting 
and transmitting data, power and information to the user. In one example, earrings 
could be used to measure the person’s pulse rate or they could deliver sound to the ear 
using a cell phone stored in the person’s pocket. 

https://www.naturalnews.com/author/ljdevon
https://expose-news.com/2024/02/06/additions-to-technocrats-surveillance-toolkit/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6754472B1/
http://transhumanism.news/
http://transhumanism.news/
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As more personal data is collected from the person’s body, it can be processed by AI 
systems and used for predatory and/or nefarious purposes. All the surveillance can be 
used to further control people’s behavior, purchasing habits, political affiliations, etc. 
 
Bill Gates recently spoke with OpenAI CEO Sam Altman about using AI to solve the 
problem of “polarization” and to stop the spread of “misinformation.” Of course, AI could 
be engineered to control speech and impose lies as facts. This is already happening. 
The information consumed by people is already heavily monitored and controlled. The 
masses’ decisions are already heavily influenced by target marketing, news feed 
preferences and censorship schemes devised by Silicon Valley and the global elite. 
 
People’s behavior and thought are already being engineered by AI systems and 
feedback loops that keep people in a zombie, consumerist, dumbed down state. Like it 
or not, computer systems and information networks are already being weaponized to 
control people in an echo chamber that further brainwashes them. As humans become 
more connected and adopt Microsoft’s technology, they will only be made more 
subservient, with only an illusion of autonomy, original thought and individuality. 
 

Microchips the size of sand grains can be deployed for human surveillance 
Microchips the size of a grain of sand are being deployed to interface with humans and 
landscapes to monitor human activity and analyze the environment’s Scientists at 
Northwestern University developed a flying microchip that is about the size of a grain of 
sand. This microchip travels through the air and spins like a helicopter. The researchers 
believe that these microchips can be deployed as wireless electronic devices “for 
environmental monitoring, population surveillance, disease management” and can be 
used for “other applications that demand coverage over expansive spatial scales.” 
 
So the future that Microsoft envisions is available, and humans will slowly be merged 
into a computerized state. Whether that comes with or without our consent remains to 
be seen, but the conveniences offered by these technologies and the promise of a more 
connected life of safety and security is usually enough to coax compliance. 
 
This is why breaking free from data collection systems, computerized surveillance, the 
hacking of our cells, the target marketing, the information feedback loops and the digital 
dopamine rushes is essential. 
 
Welcome to the dystopian New World Order! 
 
 

CDC Admits VAIDS Is Surging among Covid-Vaccinated 
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has admitted in a new 
report that cases of vaccine-acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (VAIDS) are surging 
among people vaccinated with Covid mRNA shots. 
 
The CDC published a study that found AIDS-like disorder was impacting staggering 
numbers of people, exclusively among those who had received the Covid injections. 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-01-29-gates-engineer-ai-end-polarization-save-democracy.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-01-29-gates-engineer-ai-end-polarization-save-democracy.html
http://mindcontrol.news/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03847-y#Ack1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03847-y#Ack1
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-04-moderna-vaccine-designed-to-program-humans.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-04-moderna-vaccine-designed-to-program-humans.html
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Researchers believe the soaring numbers of VAIDS cases could be linked to spikes in 
other fatal health issues such as heart failure, strokes, and blood clots. 
 
A study conducted by the CDC and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has shown 
that the risk of heart failure, particularly myocarditis, following mRNA Covid vaccination 
is around 133x times greater than the background risk in the population. 
 
This means COVID-19 vaccination increases the risk of suffering myocarditis, an 
autoimmune disease causing inflammation of the heart, by 13,200%. 
 
The study, conducted by researchers from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
as well as from several U.S. universities and hospitals, examined the effects of 
vaccination with products manufactured by Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna. 
 
The study’s authors used data obtained from the CDC’s VAERS reporting system which 
were cross-checked to ensure they complied with the CDC’s definition of myocarditis; 
they also noted that given the passive nature of the VAERS system, the number of 
reported incidents is likely to be an underestimate of the extent of the phenomenon. 
 
1,626 cases of myocarditis were studied, and the results showed that the Pfizer-
BioNTech product was most associated with higher risk, with 105.9 cases per million 
doses after the second vaccine shot in the 16 to 17 age group for males, and 70.7 
cases per million doses after the second shot in the 12 to 15 age group for males. 
 
The 18 to 24 male age group also saw significantly higher rates of myocarditis for both 
Pfizer’s and Moderna’s products (52.4 and 56.3 cases per million respectively). 
 
The study found that the median time to symptom onset was two days and that 82 
percent of cases were in males, consistent with previous studies. 
 
Around 96 percent of affected people were hospitalized, with most treated with 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; 87 percent of those hospitalized had resolution of 
symptoms by the time of discharge. 
 
At the time of data review, two reports of death in people younger than 30 years of age 
with potential myocarditis still remained under investigation and were not included in the 
case counts. 
 
Among the reported symptoms were: chest pain, pressure, or discomfort (89%), 
shortness of breath (30%), abnormal ECG results (72%), and abnormal cardiac MRI 
findings (72%). 
 
The study’s authors noted that myocarditis following vaccination appeared to resolve 
more swiftly than in typical viral cases. 
 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2788346
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2788346
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However, given that vaccination is no longer considered a reliable way in which to avoid 
Covid infection, it is unclear whether this has any specific relevance to the cost-benefit 
analysis of COVID vaccination, especially considering the low risk of complications 
following coronavirus infection for the age group most at risk for heart-related 
complications following vaccination. 
 
Given the plethora of studies confirming a link between vaccination and myocarditis, the 
CDC has commenced active surveillance of adolescents and young adults to monitor 
their progress following heart-related incidents after vaccination. 
 
Long-term outcome data, however, are not yet available. 
 
In the meantime, the American Heart Association and the American College of 
Cardiology advise that people with myocarditis should refrain from competitive sports for 
three to six months, and only resume strenuous exercise after normal ECG and other 
test results are obtained. 
 
In addition, they advise that further mRNA vaccine doses should be deferred. 
 
In conclusion, the study’s authors note that the risk of myocarditis after receiving 
mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines was increased across multiple age and sex strata 
and was highest after the second vaccination dose in adolescent males and young men. 
This risk should be considered in the context of the benefits of COVID-19 vaccination, 
they warned. 
 

 
WEF: Spike in Sudden Deaths among African Americans Caused by 
‘Racism’ 
The World Economic Forum-funded Mayo Clinic has just issued a warning to African 
Americans that the surge in heart failure-related sudden deaths since 2021 is being 
caused by “racism.”  They are getting desperate for excuses! 
 
So-called “experts” from the WEF’s “health” organization have added racism to the long 
list of causes behind the devastating spike in unexpected deaths. 
 
According to the WEF, “climate change,” gas stoves, meat-eating, private car 
ownership, lack of masking, and too much air travel are all contributing to the 
unprecedented surge in fatal heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, and brain disorders that 
started skyrocketing in 2021. 
 
Surprisingly, however, they insist that Covid mRNA vaccines are unrelated to the 
sudden death epidemic, despite the surge beginning shortly after the shots were rolled 
out for public use. 
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According to Dr. LaPrincess Brewer of the Mayo Clinic, soaring sudden death rates in 
the African-American community are not due to lifestyle decisions made by black 
people, or the Covid vaccine roll-out. 
 
The spike can be attributed to “systemic racism,” Brewer warns. 
 
Dr. Brewer is a medical doctor whose research “seeks to better elucidate the social 
determinants of cardiovascular health and how they contribute to racial and ethnic 
disparities in cardiovascular disease,” according to her Mayo Clinic bio. 
 
The Mayo Clinic News Network reported that their so-called “experts” all concur with Dr. 
Brewer that “racism” is the reason that heart failure has skyrocketed in the past three 
years. 
 
According to Brewer, racism in the U.S. causes “food insecurity, housing insecurity, 
redlining, which really limits certain individuals from receiving opportunities and 
resources to better their health.” 
 
The establishment is experiencing major problems explaining the massive increase in 
cardiovascular disease since the mRNA vaccines were unleashed on the world. 
 
Corporate media outlets, including some “conservatives,” blame everything except the 
injections. 
 
Suddenly, all the normal things humans have been doing for eternity magically cause 
otherwise healthy people to have a heart attack or stroke. 

https://www.mayo.edu/research/faculty/brewer-laprincess-c-m-d-m-p-h/bio-20249241
https://newsnetwork.mayoclinic.org/discussion/mayo-clinic-minute-hypertension-and-cardiovascular-disease-in-the-black-community/
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The stakes are high, and those who caused the pandemic know their days are 
numbered. 
 
The more that is revealed, the harder they try to cover up the truth, even if their cover-
ups are painful and patently false. 
 
 

WHO BELIEVES THE LIE THAT ANYONE CAN BECOME PRESIDENT 
OF THE U.S.A.? 

The Illuminati rule America! Who are the super-rich "elite" Illuminati and their 
associates?  Since the 1950s it was the: 

 
 The Queen of England 
 her husband Prince Philip and the Royal House of Windsor 
 the hierarchy on the board of directors of the Vatican, including the Pope 
 the Rothschild’s, Rockefeller’s, Morgan’s, Dupont’s, Ford’s, Carnegie’s, Mellon’s, 

Bush’s etc. 
 today it is the cabal of HRH Prince Charles crowned King of the world. 

 
It is not the American people who choose the President and Vice President of the 
United States of America, but rather the super-secret "shadow government" called 
the Illuminati/New World Order who chooses them! 
 
Various researchers, including, David Icke in his book ‘The Biggest Secret’, point out 
that all 43 men who were Presidents of the U.S.A. are related, and that 33 of the 
Presidents can be traced back to the bloodline of Charlemagne, who in the year 800 
was crowned by Pope Leo III to be Holy Roman Emperor, the first head of an empire 
that would last over 1000 years! This should be setting off major alarm bells in your 
mind. Like this is no coincidence. The odds of all 43 Presidents being related, and this 
just randomly happening, are billions to one. Democratic and Republican candidates are 
"chosen" by the "Elitist" super-rich organization called the Illuminati. Democrats and 
Republicans and the Illuminati would not want you to believe any of this. They don’t 
teach you this in schools and for good reason: the Illuminati want to stay hidden. They 
do not want the masses to know that their small secret organization even exists so they 
can covertly continue their rule. 
 
This farce called an "election" shows that America is a one party state. 
Both Democrats and Republicans work for the agenda of the Illuminati. They create 
a charade that looks like each party is different, but in the end the Democrats and 
Republicans vote for anything the Illuminati want in order to push forward the 
Illuminati agenda for "total world domination". This is why actors make such good 
politicians because this whole covert political charade at this time is an "act" being 
played out to control all the people in a so-called democracy. If you’d like to know who is 
going to win the U.S. Presidential election, just call up the late super wealthy David 
Rockefeller and he can tell you today because it’s all a "staged event". This may be 
challenging for most people to believe, but it’s true and if given the chance and enough 

http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_rothschild.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_rockefeller.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_autor_icke.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_rockefeller.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_rockefeller.htm
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money to fund a proper investigation, this can be proven. There is no "true" democracy 
in America, only an illusion that looks like a supposed democracy. Currently democracy 
is imprisonment disguised as freedom. 
 
A true democracy is not a two party system. It is many parties with different ideas that 
represent the will of the People, not the will of a few very rich individuals and the 
corporations that they own. Why weren’t members from other political parties, who have 
candidates running for the Presidency, allowed to participate in the Presidential 
debates? Because the Presidential debates are a "staged Illuminati event" that’s why. 
They would not allow any other competing candidates to participate, just like they don’t 
allow any of the Illuminati controlled mass corporate media to cover and interview the 
other smaller party candidates. By suppressing any competing candidates outside 
of the Illuminati controlled Democratic and Republican parties, the Illuminati 
eliminate the possibility that someone might actually tell the American people the 
truth about 911, the war for oil in Iraq, the unconstitutional income tax, the private 
banking cartel, called the Federal Reserve that controls the money in the U.S., Patriot 
Acts 1 & 2, etc.. 
 
Did you see any of the Conventions of any other party besides the Democrats and 
Republicans on TV or in any other major mass media? Do you see media coverage on 
a daily basis of any of the other Presidential candidates and what they stand for? You 
rarely saw or heard anything in the Illuminati controlled mass media about any other 
candidates, you only saw and heard Bush and Kerry!  Is this what you call 
"democracy"? No, it’s called brainwashing and mind control. If Bush and Kerry were 
the only candidates the Illuminati controlled mass media showed every day, and they 
both lied about the war in Iraq, the war on "terror", Social Security, the budget deficit, 
unemployment, the economy etc. without any real challenge to what they were saying 
by other candidates or independent journalists, than the masses conclude that 
what Bush and Kerry were saying is the ONLY "truth".   
 
In virtually every major presidential election, the candidates are not elected, they were 
selected.  The public has been played for fools! 
  
If you tell people the same lie over and over again and it goes unchallenged, that "lie" 
becomes the people’s "truth". Hitler was very successful at using this technique. Bush 
Jr. was extremely successful with this technique over his eight years of his Presidency. 
And Bush Sr. summed it up when he once said "don’t confuse the People with the 
truth". Could you imagine Jeff Rense, David Icke, Sherman Skolnick and some of the 
other truth seeking journalists and writers being at a Bush or Kerry news conference 
and being able to ask them their questions? Better yet what would it be like if these 
same men were able to pose questions to Trump and Clinton in a prime time nationally 
televised debate? There would probably be a People’s revolt in the streets!!! Starting to 
get the picture? 
 
Another subversive thing that has been done in the U.S. "Presidential elections" is that 
the Republican and Democratic parties have made laws that "qualify" a political party to 

http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_911.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_fed.htm
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get tens of millions of U.S. taxpayer dollars if they meet certain "criteria"... So 
the Republicans and Democrats and Illuminati blatantly screw the People even more 
by using the People’s own tax dollars to keep out any legitimate candidates, who don’t 
qualify for this money, but who do really and truly desire to work for the benefit of the 
people. 
 
The Republican and Democratic parties spend billions of dollars on the Presidential 
election, so if you can’t get together a billion or two billion dollars, you don’t have a 
chance! Who could even afford to run in a Presidential election? If you only have two 
parties, then rich people and the Illuminati through their Fortune 500 corporations can 
make large contributions to both parties and thereby control both parties. So no matter 
who wins the election, these corporations and a few rich people get special favors and 
laws passed to make themselves even richer. 
 
The most blatant example of this was the $1.3 trillion dollar tax cut for the rich 
Only approximately 43,000 rich families, including the Bush and Cheney families, got to 
share over $1.2 of the $1.3 trillion dollars from this HUGE tax cut, and these rich 
families each got millions of dollars. Each of the over 100,000,000 American working 
"slaves" got a measly $300 or $600 check. Did your President or any Senators or 
Congressmen who voted for this tax gift to the rich tell the American citizens this? Of 
course not! And even though the U.S. is running up huge budget deficits that could lead 
to a 1929 style depression, Bush and the Democrats and Republicans did not rescind 
this huge tax cut for the rich that would help balance the budget. 
 
I singled out Bush and Kerry as examples; however, Trump and Clinton were simply a 
repeat in the never-ending cycle of Illuminati “puppets”.  My case for “selection” vs 
“election” can be made for every presidential election during my lifetime but I chose to 
share the history of Bush and Kerry. 
 
Bush and Kerry were Illuminati "puppets" and the Illuminati’s ideal ticket. No matter 
who wins, the Illuminati continued to rule. Kerry’s voting record was similar to Bush’s 
on many issues. Even President Bush pointed out that Kerry voted for and 
supported Bush’s war in Iraq. How much more blatant can they be than that? When is 
the last time you checked out the voting record of the candidate you support? The 
citizens are too lazy to check out their candidate’s voting record. They’ve been 
brainwashed to trust their politicians who lie lie lie all the time. The People won’t take 
the time to check out the voting record of their favorite candidates and the 
Illuminati know this, so the Illuminati can easily continue to con the people. If you 
would take the time to check out your candidate’s voting record you would see this truth. 
You’ll be amazed how they don’t vote for the people’s interests, Republicans and 
Democrats vote for corporate and Illuminati interests! 
 
We are seeing this very fraud taking place over border issues with thousands of illegal 
immigrants flooding the border crossing at Eagle Pass, Texas and Southern California. 
Texas Governor Abbott has conducted and done little until recently to stop the flood of 
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illegals.  6-million is the best estimate of illegals that have crossed over into the U.S. 
since January 20th, 2020. 
 
Both Bush and Kerry were fraternity brothers in Skull and Bones, a super secretive 
neo Nazi fraternity at Yale University that covertly supported Hitler and the Nazis in 
WW ll. Many American Presidents, government and top business leaders have come 
out of Skull and Bones, without the American people being aware of this. Both Bush’s 
father, Bush Sr. and Bush’s grandfather, Prescott Bush were Skull and Bones men.   
 
Prescott Bush put up millions of dollars to help put Hitler {another Illuminati "puppet"} 
into power. The Illuminati always fund both sides in every Illuminati generated war in 
order to achieve their "control of the world agenda", and make billions of dollars for 
themselves in the process!. For greater details about one needs to read David Icke’s 
book ‘ ....And The Truth Shall Set You Free’. 
 
Staying with my Bush – Kerry example; here you have a situation where out of ALL the 
possible people who could qualify to run for President of the U.S.A., you wind up with 
two Skull and Bones men. This was no accident. The chances of this "randomly 
happening" are millions to one! Skull and Bones was founded by the Russell family, 
who made their huge fortune illegally smuggling opium to China in the 1800’s, thereby 
causing another war called The Opium War. The flag that was flown on 
the Russell ships that were smuggling dope was the Skull and Bones emblem, hence 
the name of the fraternity.  
 
So now you have two men who are fraternity brothers in a super secretive fraternity that 
was founded by a drug baron! Seems a little strange doesn’t it? To this very day 
the Bush family, along with other "families" continue to make billions of dollars 
smuggling and selling illegal drugs all over the world. They are assisted by 
the C.I.A, which Bush Sr. once headed, and by a few of Vice President Cheney’s 
companies. Books and articles have been written exposing all of this, but the 
Illuminati corporate controlled mass media do not report this secret. If anyone could 
survive and not be murdered attempting to expose this, and get the facts into a court of 
law, the Bush’s and Cheney et al would be finished! 
 
The Bush and Cheney Drug Empire 

 http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ciadrugs/bush-cheney-drugs.html  
 http://www.tarpley.net/bushb.htm 

 
Both Bush and Kerry were sworn to secrecy and do not talk about Skull and Bones. Is 
their personal allegiance to Skull and Bones or to the American people? 
Should Bush and Kerry have been allowed to be members of a highly secret 
organization, where many American Presidents and other high government officials and 
key business leaders come out of, without the American people knowing what this 
organization stands for? How can this be? Shouldn’t the media have been intensely 
questioning both Bush and Kerry about Skull and Bones, especially in the Presidential 
debates? Shouldn’t the FBI, CIA and every other intelligence agency be 

http://www.bridgeoflove.com/bookstore/bol/truthfree1.html
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_committee300_05.htm#Section%203
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_committee300_06.htm#russell
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ciadrugs/bush-cheney-drugs.html
http://www.tarpley.net/bushb.htm
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investigating Skull and Bones on behalf of the American people to see "what is going on 
here?"  Kerry still continue to push the Illuminati agenda as the U.S. representative at 
the World Economic Forum, twenty years after his failed attempted run for President.   
  
And while they’re at it, they could investigate the other connected "elite" secret 
societies, who have an agenda of "total world domination" and who exist all over the 
world: 
 

 Illuminati 
 Bilderberg’s 
 Trilateral Commission 
 Committee of 300 
 Round Table 
 Club of Rome 
 Council of Foreign Relations etc. 

 
Forget that idea because the C.I.A., F.B.I and every other U.S. government agency is 
controlled by the Illuminati also. And to anyone who cannot bring themselves to begin 
to believe any of this, please take the time and get informed about these 
organizations  and read about them to your amazement. Yes these connected "elite" 
secret societies of a few extremely wealthy individuals really do exist and meet on a 
regular basis to pursue their quest for a One World Government, organized as a global 
fascist police State, ruled by a so-called "elitist" dictatorship! 
 
Now let’s take a look at the Illuminati "staged" Presidential debates and see how the 
American people allow themselves to be conned into believe that these debates are so 
important and have so much relevance to the outcome of the "election". 
 
First and most important of all, the main question that the American people, the media 
and the moderator of the Presidential debates should have been asking the 
candidates is:  "Who currently controls the multi-trillions of dollars of Iraqi oil?" 
 
We’re talking about trillions of dollars here, a super amount of money that most people 
cannot even begin to comprehend. After all the wars in Iraq was about oil... 
Both Bush and Cheney were both oil men and are very closely connected to the major 
oil companies. Within a few weeks of Bush and Cheney taking office in 2001, Vice 
President Cheney was pushing forward for regime change in Iraq! After the U.S. military 
invaded and conquered Iraq, it was reported that Vice President Cheney’s Haliburton 
Corporation was given control of all the Iraqi oil. How the trillions of dollars of Iraqi oil is 
being divided up amongst the major U.S. oil companies, while thousands of U.S. 
servicemen and tens of thousands of innocent Iraqi men, women and children were and 
still are being killed and wounded in Iraq should probably be the main campaign issue. 
But the Illuminati "puppet" John Kerry in his campaign does not say ONE word about 
this criminal conflict of interest. 
  
In early 2001, before 911, Vice President Cheney had secret meetings in his office 

http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_illuminati.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_bilderberg.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_trilat.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_committee300.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_roundtable.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_committee300.htm#club%20of%20rome
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_cfr.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
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with his "energy task force" and senior American oil company executives. To this day, 
Vice President Cheney has fought every court attempt to have him divulge the names 
of the people he met with at those meetings in 2001. This is not only suspicious, this is 
preposterous that the American people have not even been made aware of the 
seriousness of Cheney’s actions, which more than likely was a catalyst for the war in 
Iraq! Cheney was supposed to be working for the best interests of the American people 
and not for the interests of a few huge oil companies. If Kerry was a "legitimate" 
candidate, this would have been one of his main campaign issues: bringing this 
ridiculous situation to the attention of the American people and getting Cheney to 
divulge not only the names of the people he met with, but also what they were 
discussing? The price of OIL is in the news every day. The price of Oil today is just over 
$82 a barrel. 
  
There are actions that the President could take to help bring the price of oil down, like 
allowing millions of barrels of oil to be released from the hundreds of millions of barrels 
that are held in U.S. government reserves for national emergencies. Or whoever 
controls Iraqi oil could be pumping large amounts of Iraqi oil and shipping it to the 
U.S.A. or other countries to help bring the price down. Kerry could easily make this a 
campaign issue since Bush was not doing anything about this situation because the 
higher the price of oil, the more billions the Bush/Cheney connected oil companies 
make!. You could not get any more blatant than all of this to show you that Bush, 
Kerry and Cheney et al all work together for the benefit of the Illuminati/New World 
Order Agenda. 
 
In addition Kerry could say that he would hold investigations to see how Vice President 
Cheney’s Haliburton Corporation was given control of the trillions of dollars of Iraqi oil. 
and also given billions of dollars of no-bid contracts during the "rebuilding" of Iraq that 
Bush and Cheney destroyed. How sick can they be? Kerry could also say that he was 
going to have Bush’s father’s Carlyle Group and Defense Secretary Rumsfeld’s Bechtel 
Corporation investigated for potential "conflicts of interest" for the multi billions of dollars 
in contracts that these companies have also received from the war in Iraq.  The Carlyle 
Group is one of the largest war companies in the world. The more war Bush Jr. made, 
the more billions that Bush Sr. and the Bush family makes; which is a criminal conflict 
of interest. 
 
Let’s look at another important issue that Kerry could have raised in his campaign, but 
didn’t In his campaign and in the debates, Kerry could point out that Kofi Anan, the 
Secretary General of the United Nations had recently declared the horrendous Iraqi war 
to be illegal. Kerry could be bashing Bush for illegally lying to start a multi-billion dollar 
"war for profit" in Iraq that has cost the lives of over 1,000 American servicemen and 
over 7,000 wounded, plus the killing and maiming of tens of thousands of innocent Iraqi 
men women and children. This is treason and crimes against humanity on the part of 
Bush, Cheney et al., which Kerry or any courageous U.S. politician could point out, but 
they didn’t. If the war had been determined to be illegal, Kerry could have been calling 
for Bush, Cheney et al to be removed from office for lying to the American people and 

http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_nwo.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_carlyle.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_secretgov_1.htm#war
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_secretgov_1.htm#war
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the World in their quest for personal financial gain from the trillions of dollars of Iraqi oil 
and multi-billion dollar military and "rebuilding" contracts. 
 
Kerry could say that if he’s elected, he will call for an immediate "cease fire" and work 
with the Iraqi leadership all over their country along with other connected Allied Nations 
to stop this ’illegal war" and the killing asap and bring the American troops home within 
6 months or less. With the billions of dollars that are being wasted and "stolen" in Iraq, 
this could have been done, especially since the Iraqi people would love to see peace 
and an end to the occupation and killing of their family and friends by the American 
troops in their country. However, remember as pointed out above, there were trillions of 
dollars of oil and billions of dollars of military and rebuilding contracts at stake here, so 
even if Kerry had got elected, you would probably not see any pullout of American 
troops in Iraq anytime soon! 
 
Kerry could have been pointing out to the American people that it is very risky and not 
too smart to have a President who lies to start wars and who is in control of thousands 
of U.S. Weapons of Mass Destruction, more WMD’s than all other Nations in the world 
combined. Kerry could have said that there is the risk that Bush could lie again and 
again and start more and more "wars for profit", where you’ll need so many soldiers to 
be used as " war fodder" by wealthy owners of oil and war corporations, that the U.S. 
will have to reinstate the draft. This could cost the lives of tens of thousands and maybe 
even hundreds of thousands of American young men who really didn’t want to die 
so Bush Sr.’s Carlyle Group and Vice President Cheney’s Haliburton Corporation and 
other Bush government connected corporations could make even more multi-billions of 
dollars from more Bush wars! 
 
But Kerry would never say any of these things because he’s just 
another Illuminati "puppet" doing exactly what he is told to do. After the fiasco in 
Florida in the 2000 election, many States rushed to buy billions of dollars of electronic 
voting machines to be used in elections. These electronic voting machines can be 
programmed to change votes with the click of a mouse and leave no paper trail showing 
this fraud. Hardly any States have put into place laws or safe guards that would prevent 
this potential criminal action. Since the election has been purposely maneuvered to be 
so close, it’s even easier to control the outcome of the election in the U.S.A.! With a 
click of a mouse, the Illuminati could put in place whichever candidate they have 
already "chosen". There was only two possibilities, Bush or Kerry. This method is a lot 
less "messy" than what happened in Florida in the Illuminati controlled 2000 election. 

 
Unfortunately for America and the world, the Illuminati win every election no matter 
which Democratic or Republican candidate wins. Both Kerry and Bush will do what 
they are told to do by the "elite" super-rich Illuminati. It should be noted that the 
Illuminati use similar or other tactics in other Nations, in order to control those Nations 
too in the final quest of their "Great Work Of Ages" for total world control! 
 
Lie, cheat and murder on a global scale - this is the satanic Illuminati way, 
unfortunately for humanity.  Trump vs Clinton and Trump vs Biden were no different 

http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_carlyle.htm
http://bibliotecapleyades.lege.net/esp_sociopol_illuminati.htm
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from any previous presidential election.  The late governor of Alabama, George Wallace 
used to say there was not a “dime’s bit of difference” between the Democratic and 
Republican candidate, and so they shot him expecting to kill him. 

 
WAKE-UP ALL HUMAN BEINGS IN AMERICA AND THE WORLD! 

 
Hopefully, more and more people will be able to see this blatant Illuminati manipulation 
taking place right in front of their very eyes? Only then can we stop them!  While this 
might be the case in an ideal world, it will not happen since man is basically evil as the 
Bible states in John 3:19: “This is the judgment, that the Light has come into the 
world, and men loved the darkness rather than the Light, for their deeds were 
evil.”  -(John 3:19).  There are at least a dozen passages in the Bible that speak to 
man’s depravity! 
 
As I pointed out in Blessed Hope #294, it is the Lodge, the Brotherhood, the Fraternity, 
the Craft, all different names of the Rulers of the World, whose head of the Freemasons 
is none other than HRH Prince Charles, Mr. “666” himself.  All Masons are obliged to 
do his bidding. 
 
 

Israel Prepares For Rafah Assault That Could Lead To "Tens Of 
Thousands" Of Casualties As Saudis Warn Of Imminent 
"Humanitarian Catastrophe"  (The real question here is will it ignite 
the Ezekiel 38/39 War?  Or perhaps the Ezekiel 29/30 War?) 
 
BY TYLER DURDEN 
SATURDAY, FEB 10, 2024  
With any hopes for an Israel-Hamas ceasefire now dead, overnight Israeli air strikes 
killed 17 people in Rafah on the Gaza border medics said on Saturday, as over a million 
Palestinians crammed into the city await a full-scale offensive with the rest of the 
enclave in ruins and nowhere left to run. 
 
As reported yesterday, four months into the war in Gaza, Israeli PM Netanyahu's office 
said it ordered the army to prepare to evacuate civilians from Rafah - a city in Gaza's far 
south where more than one million displaced Palestinians have taken refuge, many 
sheltering in tents pushed up against the border with Egypt and the sea - ahead of a 
planned ground operation against four Hamas battalions’ it says are deployed in the 
city; on Saturday, the Israeli military said the air force killed two Hamas operatives in 
Rafah. The assault is set to escalate substantially, with Israeli Channel 13 news 
reporting that Netanyahu has requested the remobilization of reserve soldiers for the 
military operation. 
 
Gaza's Hamas rulers warned on Saturday that Israeli operations in Rafah could cause 
"tens of thousands" of casualties in the city. The office of Palestinian president Mahmud 
Abbas said the move "threatens security and peace in the region in the world" and is "a 
blatant violation of all red lines". 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/israel-backing-hostage-talks-draws-civilian-evacuation-options-rafah-assault?ref=biztoc.com
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Meanwhile, the Israeli military has been dropping leaflets over Rafah advising the 
civilians of the upcoming military operation and advising them to move safe locations, 
although it isn't clear where the Palestinians can move to. 
 
While in prior Israeli assaults on Gaza's cities the military ordered civilians to flee south, 
now that they are effectively pressing against the border with Egypt, there is no obvious 
place for them to go and aid agencies have said large numbers could die. 
 

 
 
"Any Israeli incursion in Rafah means massacres, means destruction. People are 
filling every inch of the city and we have nowhere to go," said Rezik Salah, 35, who 
fled his Gaza City home with his wife and two children for Rafah early in the war. 
 
Meanwhile, the world is warning Israel that any incursion into Rafah will have dire 
consequences. On Saturday, Saudi Arabia said that Israel's planned army operation in 
overcrowded Rafah would cause a "humanitarian catastrophe" and called for the 
United Nations Security Council to intervene. 
 
The kingdom "warned of the extremely dangerous repercussions of storming and 
targeting" Rafah and affirmed its "categorical rejection and strong condemnation of their 
forced deportation", in a foreign ministry statement carried by state media. 
 

https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/rafah map 2.jpg?itok=K2FSngH8
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"This continued violation of international law and international humanitarian law confirms 
the necessity of convening the Security Council urgently to prevent Israel from causing 
an imminent humanitarian catastrophe," the statement added. 
 

 
 
While U.S. President Joe Biden's administration has voiced optimism that Saudi-Israeli 
normalization can be revived, Saudi Arabia said this week it had told Washington it 
would not establish ties with Israel until an independent Palestinian state is "recognized" 
and Israeli forces leave Gaza. Saudi Arabia, home to the holiest sites in Islam, has 
never recognized Israel but had been considering to do so before the Israel-Hamas war 
broke out in October. 
 
Meanwhile, Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian warned Israel against 
taking any steps towards a broader war against its proxy, the Hezbollah terror group in 
Lebanon, saying that would be Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s “last 
day.” 
 
At a news conference with his Lebanese counterpart Abdallah Bou Habib in Beirut, he 
also said Iran saw a political solution as the only way to end the ongoing Israel-Hamas 
war. “Iran and Lebanon confirm that war is not the solution and that we absolutely never 
sought to expand it,” Amir-Abdollahian said. He also said Tehran was in talks with Saudi 
Arabia on a political solution to hostilities in Gaza. 
 
Hamas this week proposed a ceasefire of four and a half months, during which 
remaining hostages held by Hamas would go free, Israel would withdraw its troops from 
Gaza, and an agreement would be reached on an end to the war. It also demands the 
release of hundreds of Palestinian prisoners serving life sentences in Israeli jails for 
terror attacks. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/rafah tents.jpg?itok=AVQUwQYM
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Netanyahu called the Hamas terms “delusional” and vowed to fight on. But Amir-
Abdollahian said Hamas was presenting ideas based on a “realistic view,” and that they 
should be widely backed to end the war. 
 
Gary Stearman wrote about this prophecy in 2019, and perhaps we should give our 
attention to its implications for the current crisis in the Middle East.  Gary’s analysis is 
indicative in light of Freemason Benjamin Netanyahu’s unbending attempt to 
establish a Greater Israel based according to the founding father of Zionism Theodore 
Herzl, “the area of the Jewish State stretches: “From the Brook of Egypt to the 
Euphrates.”  According to Rabbi Fischmann, “The Promised Land extends from the 
River of Egypt up to the Euphrates, it includes parts of Syria and Lebanon.” 
 

 
 
It is my educated opinion that the current crisis with the IDF pushing the people living in 
Gaza to the border with Egypt could very well precipitate a larger war with Egypt that 
would result in the nuking of the Aswan Dam, as spoken of in Ezekiel 29 and 30; 
followed by the nuking of Damascus described in Isaiah 17:1-2; hence then followed by 
the regional war described by Ezekiel 38/39.  This scenario could well happen in rapid 
succession as the Middle East explodes from its present boiling cauldron.   
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It’s not often that one can point to a physical object at a specific geographical location in 
the contemporary world, and identify it as being the focus of a biblical prophecy that was 
written long before Christ. Yet, that is exactly what we can do in the case of a 
remarkable man-made edifice in Egypt that didn’t exist until 1970. It is a 230-foot tower, 
called the “Lotus Tower,” because it is topped by the five petals of the lotus blossom. 
The tower was designed as a token of Arab-Russian friendship, its five petals perhaps 
signifying the five pillars of the Islamic faith. It is only 49 years old, yet Ezekiel referred 
to it by name … twice.”  
 
In the 29th and 30th chapters of his prophecy, “the tower of Syene” is mentioned as a 
landmark that is specifically related to the fulfillment of latter-day prophecy. In fact, this 
prophecy is profoundly powerful, sounding the death knell of Egypt.  
 
We have written about the current crisis in Egypt, which began with street riots in 2010, 
followed by Hosni Mubarak’s resignation early in 2011. This was followed by another 
coup, the assumption of power by the Muslim Brotherhood and more Islamic riots, 
finally resulting in the rise to power of Abdel Fattah el-Sisi in June of 2014. Egypt, like 
other countries in the Mideast, continues to experience uprisings and internal dissent. 
As this is written, war clouds surround Egypt in every direction.” 
  
In this context, we have long studied a graphic prophecy in Ezekiel 29 and 30 that 
summons up the dark vision of Egypt’s future destruction by a great flood, which itself, 
is linked to a number of end-time prophecies.  
 

A STAFF OF REED 
That Egyptian prophecy directly addresses these developments. In it, Ezekiel states that 
because of its failure to support Israel, Egypt will at some future point, will be grievously 
judged. That judgment will turn it into a wasteland. This is clearly stated in the opening 
words of the following prophecy:  
 
“6And all the inhabitants of Egypt shall know that I am the LORD, because they 
have been a staff of reed to the house of Israel. 7When they took hold of thee by 
thy hand, thou didst break, and rend all their shoulder: and when they 
leaned  upon thee, thou brakest, and madest all their loins to be at a stand. 8 
Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I will bring a sword upon thee, and 
cut off man and beast out of thee. 9And the land of Egypt shall be desolate and 
waste; and they shall know that I am the LORD: because he hath said, The river is 
mine, and I have made it. 10Behold, therefore I am against thee, and against thy 
rivers, and I will make the land of Egypt utterly waste and desolate, from 
the tower of Syene even unto the border of Ethiopia. 11No foot of man shall pass 
through it, nor foot of beast shall pass through it, neither shall it be 
inhabited forty years. 12And I will make the land of Egypt desolate in the midst of 
the countries that are desolate, and her cities among the cities that are laid waste 
shall be desolate forty years: and I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations, 
and will disperse them through the countries” -(Ezekiel 29:6-12).  

 
THE DRAGON’S RIVER 
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For a time, Egypt joined the legions of Islamic terrorists bent upon the annihilation of 
Israel. Currently, Sisi’s administration has stabilized the situation. But in the days ahead, 
such militancy is bound to spread like wildfire, finally arriving at a critical mass, at which 
time the Brotherhood will believe that it has arrived at a historic moment. Then, it will 
launch its invasion against Israel.  
 
Many object to interpreting the above passage in Ezekiel 29 as being an end-time 
prophecy. They say that the context of this chapter took place in the past, during the 
days of the Babylonian captivity. In fact, it may be partially interpreted in that way. But 
the very nature of Ezekiel’s words, places the final outcome of the Syene prophecy in 
the last days. Egypt has never been desolate and uninhabited for any 40-year period, 
as described above. Presenting its self-evident truth, this prophecy must be 
contemporary in nature, because when Ezekiel first wrote it, there was no “tower of 
Syene.” In fact, it didn’t even come into existence until 1970, at the dedication of the 
Aswan High Dam, spanning the Nile at the location of the first cataract, Egypt’s 
southern border. The proper noun “Syene,” from the Hebrew S’veneh [vbux], means 
“opening,” or “key.” This name is said to be the ancient designation for the opening to 
Egypt, as one approach from the south, or from the direction of Ethiopia. 
  
From several sources, it is quite easy to confirm that the biblical Syene is really Aswan. 
One of these is the Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament, first published 
in 1866. It affirms the connection, from the Greek Septuagint: “[Suhnh], Syene, in the 
inscriptions according to Brugsch [was] the most southerly border town of Egypt in the 
direction of Cush, i.e. Ethiopia, on the eastern bank of the Nile, some ruins of which are 
still to be seen in the modern Assuan (Aswan) …” (Vol. 9, Ezekiel 29-48, p. 8).  
 
When Keil and Delitzsch wrote their commentary in 1866, there was not a trace of the 
prophesied tower at Aswan. And when Ezekiel wrote his prophecy around 570 B.C., 
there was no tower. In fact, until the huge hydroelectric project was completed there, by 
the Russians and Egyptians in 1970, there was no tower at Aswan. Today, this dam is 
the most imposing feature of the area, doomed by biblical prophecy to be wiped out at 
some point between now and the Tribulation.  
 
Using Russian technology, the Egyptians completed the dam, effectively placing 
themselves in the position of being able to say, “The river is mine, and I have made it for 
my own use.”  
 
“2Son of man, set thy face against Pharaoh king of Egypt, and prophesy against 
him, and against all Egypt: 3Speak, and say, Thus saith the Lord  GOD; Behold, I 
am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of 
his rivers, which hath said, My river is mine own, and I have made it for myself. 
4But I will put hooks in thy jaws, and I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick 
unto thy scales, and I will bring thee up out of the midst of thy rivers, and all the 
fish of thy rivers shall stick unto thy scales. 5And I will leave thee thrown into the 
wilderness, thee and all the fish of thy rivers: thou shalt fall upon the open fields; 
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thou shalt not be brought together, nor gathered: I have given thee for meat to the 
beasts of the field and to the fowls of the heaven” (Ezekiel 29:2-5).  
 
At first glance, this prophecy seems generically directed toward “Pharaoh, king of 
Egypt.” But upon further examination, its real target is, “… the great dragon that lieth in 
the midst of his rivers.” This scaly creature seems to represent the remnant of Egypt’s 
power, lurking behind the scenes since the days of Moses. In Ezekiel 28, the chapter 
that immediately precedes this one, Satan, as the “anointed cherub,” is shown as 
defeated. This prophecy in Chapter 29, then, may possibly be taken as an extension of 
that preceding prophecy. 
  
Here, the fish of the Nile River figuratively stick to the dragon’s scales, as all are hurled 
from the river onto its banks to rot and dry in the sun. His power is destroyed. The Nile, 
which annually flooded with clocklike predictability, has ceased its flooding since the 
construction of the High Dam at Aswan. Total destruction of this dam is the only way it 
could flood as catastrophically as described in Scripture.  
 

THE RUSSIAN PROJECT 
Interestingly, the huge dam is so massive that experts have pronounced it indestructible 
… except through the use of nuclear force. This fact alone makes it more than clear that 
this is a latter-day prophecy. With the foregoing in mind, it is interesting to examine two 
distinct biblical prophecies. As we shall see, they are related. But they evoke a mystery. 
They suggest that Egypt will soon experience a massive devastation that is unique to its 
geography. And apparently, for reasons that shall become clear, this event will predate 
Gog’s lightning assault upon Israel.  
 
We have written at some length about the first of the two prophecies, found in Ezekiel 
29. As it begins, it seems to be directed to a specific Pharaoh, perhaps the one on the 
throne at the time Ezekiel wrote his prophecy. But as one reads carefully, it becomes 
clear that “Pharoah” is really a literary title given to the evil spirit of Egypt in general. It is 
quite easy to see this, since this particular “Pharoah” is a dragon who lives in the Nile 
River. Taking an expanded look in the verses that follow, the dragon professes 
ownership of the Nile, even boasting that he has created it. His arrogance is about to be 
challenged:  
 
“6And all the inhabitants of Egypt shall know that I am the LORD, because they 
have been a staff of reed to the house of Israel. 7When they took hold of thee by 
thy hand, thou didst break, and rend all their shoulder: and when they leaned 
upon thee, thou brakest, and madest all their loins to be at a stand. 8Therefore 
thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I will bring a sword upon thee, and cut off man 
and beast out of thee. 9And the land of Egypt shall be desolate and waste; and 
they shall know that I am the LORD: because he hath said, The river is mine, and I 
have made it. 10Behold, therefore I am against thee, and against thy rivers, and I 
will make the land of Egypt utterly waste and desolate, from the tower of 
Syene even unto the border of Ethiopia. 11No foot of man shall pass through it, 
nor foot of beast shall pass through it, neither shall it be inhabited forty years. 12 
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And I will make the land of Egypt desolate in the midst of  the countries that are 
desolate, and her cities among the cities that are laid waste shall be desolate 
forty years: and I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations, and will disperse 
them through the countries” -(Ezekiel 29:6-12). 
  
In the last few decades, this arrangement has radically changed. The Russian 
hydroelectric project was amazing in its scope. It is huge, measuring 360 feet in height, 
10,200 feet (almost two miles!) long and 3,200 feet wide at the base. Backed up behind 
it is the vast Lake Nasser, and the waters of the Nile that pool all the way into Ethiopia. 
The dam’s dimensions are so massive that it is considered indestructible. Saboteurs 
using ordinary explosives wouldn’t make a dent. However, experts have said that one or 
two well-placed nuclear bombs could blow it wide open.  
 

 
 
In Ezekiel’s day, Aswan (biblical Syene) was a small village, some 550 miles south of 
the Great Pyramid, on the bank of the first cataract of the Nile. It was considered the 
southernmost extent of Egypt. When Ezekiel wrote this prophecy, the entire area was 
geographically different. Of course, there was no “tower” there! Today, of course, there 
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is the towering High Dam, which this prophecy indirectly names as the source of the 
great flood that will ravage Egypt. 
  
Ezekiel wrote his prophecy about 2,500 years, before its targeted object even existed, 
saying that it will break, allowing flood waters to surge almost six hundred miles to the 
north, where they would empty into the Mediterranean Sea.  
 
If nuclear weapons are used to accomplish this catastrophe, the floodwaters would 
cover all Egypt with nuclear waste. As we have mentioned in the past, this would 
account for the virtual abandonment of the country for the forty-year period mentioned 
by Ezekiel. This has never before happened. 

 
ISRAEL’S EXPERT ASSESSMENT 

In 2002, Israeli Knesset member (MK) Avigdor Lieberman, admittedly a man given to 
controversial statements, announced that Israel could defeat an invading Egypt by 
bombing the Aswan High Dam. He knew that this would require the use of nuclear 
force, since many experts have testified that the dam is too massive to fall to ordinary 
explosives. Lieberman, who served as Israel’s Deputy Prime Minister, and as Minister 
both of Foreign Affairs and Strategic Affairs, had obviously been briefed upon military 
alternatives. It appears that he wanted to give Egypt something to think about.  
 
Nor was he alone in his opinion. MK Yigal Allon had publicly made the same statement 
during the early 1980s. A Labor Party representative, he too, had served as a 
government minister for seven years. These men were saying what others knew, but 
refused to speak about openly.  
 
They were simply stating the obvious. If Israel’s existence were threatened by an 
Egyptian invasion, drastic measures would be brought into play, The Aswan Dam holds 
back the waters of the enormous Lake Nasser, 340 miles long and 22 miles wide at its 
widest. If the dam were breached by a nuclear blast, radioactive waters would cover 
Egypt from Ethiopia’s Blue Nile, through Sudan to the Mediterranean Sea.  
 
Satellite photos reveal a staggering truth about Egypt. Virtually its entire population lives 
in close proximity to the Nile River, from Aswan all the way down to Cairo and the 
Mediterranean Sea. Night photos show the Nile as a narrow river of light that fans out at 
the Nile Delta. Egypt may be the only country on earth so vulnerable to total 
destruction.  
 

FIRE FALLS UPON SYENE 
Naturally, when we read about the horrific event mentioned above, our first question is: 
When does this prophecy take place? In the following chapter of his prophecy, Ezekiel 
answers this question, too.  
 
The following verses link the Tribulation Period (Day of the Lord) and the coming of this 
dire event. Also, notice again that the “tower of Syene” is mentioned:  
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“The word of the LORD came again unto me, saying,  Son of man, prophesy and 
say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Howl ye, Woe worth the day, For the day is near, 
even the day of the LORD is near, a cloudy day; it shall be the time of the 
heathen. And the sword shall come upon Egypt, and great pain shall be in 
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Ethiopia, when the slain shall fall in Egypt, and they shall take away her 
multitude, and her foundations shall be broken down.  Ethiopia, and Libya, and 
Lydia, and all the mingled people, and Chub, and the men of the land that is in 
league, shall fall with them by the sword.  Thus saith the LORD; They also that 
uphold Egypt shall fall; and the pride of her power shall come down: from the 
tower of Syene shall they fall in it by the sword, saith the Lord GOD. And they 
shall be desolate in the midst of the countries that are desolate, and her cities 
shall be in the midst of the cities that are wasted.  And they shall know that I am 
the LORD, when I have set a fire in Egypt, and when all her helpers shall be 
destroyed” -(Ezekiel 30:1-8).  
 
The language of this prophecy is unmistakable. A storm is gathering; the Day of the 
Lord is approaching. Note that not just Egypt, but all of northeast Africa is involved. 
Today, northeast Africa – Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Chad and Libya – constitute a 
seething cauldron of Islamic terrorism. These countries surround Egypt, which is, itself, 
a seat of Islamic power. In spite of an intervening peace treaty, it has never deviated 
from its desire to eradicate Israel.  
 
In the prophecy above, Ezekiel states that all these countries will suffer judgment … 
including “Lydia,” representing modern Turkey. But the most devastating judgment of all 
is reserved for Egypt. Once again, the prophecy evokes the imagery of the “tower of 
Syene,” which we have pointed out as the Aswan High Dam. It seems to be central to 
all the judgments mentioned here. Egypt’s Islamic allies will also suffer greatly when the 
Lord sets His fire in the land of Egypt. It is clear that this fire is the instrument that will 
unleash the trillions of gallons of radioactive water that washes across Egypt. 
  
Many students of Bible prophecy have asked why Egypt is not listed among the allies 
that come against Israel in the great invasion described in Ezekiel 38. Certainly, Russia 
is represented, along with Persia and some of the countries of north Africa. Nations 
from parts of Europe and Asia are also represented, but Egypt is not among them. 
Under today’s geopolitical circumstances, Egypt would be at the head of the line in 
support of such an invasion, as it has been in the past. We would conclude that by the 
time Gog launches his lightning invasion, Egypt has already been destroyed.  
 
This would explain why Egypt is prophesied to be uninhabitable for a future period of 
forty years. This also explains why Egypt is missing in the prophesied attack on Israel 
by the allied forces of Gog, in Ezekiel 38.  
 
Clean-up of the radioactive debris would be a staggering task. This massive project 
seems to extend into the early years of the Millennium. But somehow, it will be 
accomplished in the years following the Tribulation, probably supervised by the Lord 
and His followers. 
 
Craig Bong posted COP28 updates two days ago and you can view them at the links 
below.  A lot is happening that is not common knowledge among the world public and 
has yet to be fully understood or absorbed.  His coverage on HRH Prince Charles in the 
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links below are insightful as well as being subtly advanced in the direction of 
Sustainable Development and Zero Carbon Footprint areas and how life will be in the 
coming “Seven” years. 
 
https://youtu.be/WVIqPwKa7o4   
https://youtu.be/ceoDptUoqlU  
 
This Sunday’s morning’s report by Hal Turner validates the explosive nature of 
what I have noted about the Ezekiel 29 and 30 prophecy on how this could quickly 
unravel into a regional war. 
.  

Israel Warned By Egypt, Jordan, and Saudis Against Rafah Invasion - 
Egypt Moving Tanks to Border 
WORLD HAL TURNER 11 FEBRUARY 2024  

 
As reported earlier on this website, the country of Egypt began moving Anti-Aircraft 
missiles and Artillery to its Border at Rafah, Gaza over Israeli intent to invade. 
Yesterday, both Jordan and Saudi Arabia warned Israel publicly . . . 

 
On Friday, a phone call between Israel and Egypt went straight off the rails over Israel's 
announced intention to invade Rafah. During that call, Israel told Egypt they would be 
"taking" both sides of the Rafah Border Crossing from Gaza to Egypt.   The Egyptians 
reminded Israel that the southern side of that crossing is Egyptian territory and they 
cannot send troops to take it.  The call went back and forth and finally degenerated 
when Israel told Egypt, "We took Gaza from you in 1967, we'll take Rafah from you 
now." 
 
After that call, elements from the Egyptian Army began arriving with Anti-Aircraft missile 
systems and anti-aircraft artillery.  Questions to Egypt about what it was doing were 
intentionally un-answered.  No remarks or explanation to anyone. 
 
Yesterday, Saturday 10 February, Egypt reminded Israel of the Camp David Accords, 
negotiated by then Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and then Israeli Prime Minister, 
Menachem Begin at the invitation of then-U.S. President, Jimmy Carter. 
 
According to that Treaty, the Rafah area is "Zone D" of the geography covered by the 
Treaty, and that zone cannot be occupied by Israeli troops as a condition for terminating 
the war between Israel and Egypt. 
 
Zone D 
 
Zone D is bounded by line D (blue line) on the east and the international boundary on 
the west, as shown on the map below. 
 
In this Zone there will be an Israeli limited force of four infantry battalions, their military 

https://youtu.be/WVIqPwKa7o4
https://youtu.be/ceoDptUoqlU
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/HalTurner
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installations, and field fortifications, and United Nations observers. 
 

 
 
The Israeli forces in Zone D will not include tanks, artillery and anti-aircraft missiles 
except individual surface-to-air missiles. 
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The main elements of the four Israeli infantry battalions will consist of up to 180 armored 
personnel vehicles of all types and up to a total of four thousand personnel.  
 
Following the Deployment of Troops, Tanks, Armored Vehicles, and Air Defenses by the 
Egyptian Military towards their Border with the Gaza Strip, Senior Egyptian 
Officials made clear that if the Israel Defense Force launches its planned Ground 
Invasion of the southern Gaza Strip and the City of Rafah, likely causing a Massive 
Surge of Palestinian Refugees towards Egypt and the Sinai Peninsula, then Egypt will 
be “Forced” to Withdraw from the Egypt–Israel Peace Treaty of 1979. 
 
Israel is not allowed to have more military in Rafah as agreed in Camp David. As soon 
as they have more than "four thousand personnel" or "180 armored personnel vehicles 
of all types" or "four infantry battalions" in Rafah, they have violated the treaty. Then 
Egypt is entitled to consider the treaty null and void. Specifically, the Treaty states: 
 
"Article I 
 
The state of war between the Parties will be terminated and peace will be established 
between them" 
 
This Article will be overturned if Israel invades Rafah, and state of war will return 
between Egypt and Israel, immediately. 
 
Incidentally, the treaty also states that it: 
"is intended to constitute a basis for peace not only between Egypt and Israel but also 
between Israel and each of its other Arab neighbors which is prepared to negotiate 
peace with it on this basis;" 
 
Israeli news broadcaster Channel 13 reported on Wednesday that Egyptian President 
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi refused to coordinate a phone call with Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu. 
 
According to the broadcaster, the Israeli National Security Council, upon Netanyahu's 
request, attempted to coordinate a phone call with El-Sisi, but the latter did not respond. 
 
A representative from Netanyahu's office confirmed these details, but no further 
comments were provided. 
 
Today, Sunday, 11 February 2024, M60A3 "Patton" Tanks from the Egyptian Army 
began arriving at the border, along with armored personnel carriers.  In addition, 
overnight, both Jordan and Saudi Arabia warned Israel not to invade Rafah. 
Saudi Arabia has warned Israel that a planned invasion of the city of Rafah may cause 
an imminent humanitarian disaster. 
 

https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/world-regions/israel
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The oil-rich nation’s foreign ministry released a statement on Saturday calling for an 
immediate ceasefire to the conflict.  More than half of Gaza's estimated 2.3 million 
population is now packed into the city.  
 
"The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia warns of the very serious repercussions of storming and 
targeting the city of Rafah in the Gaza Strip, which is the last resort for hundreds of 
thousands of civilians forced by the brutal Israeli aggression to flee," a statement by 
Saudi Arabia’s foreign ministry reads.  
 
"The Kingdom affirms its categorical rejection and strong condemnation of their forcible 
deportation and renews its demand for an immediate ceasefire." 
 
The warning from Saudi Arabia came on the same day that 31 Palestinians, including 
10 children, were killed in Israeli airstrikes in the city. 
 
JORDAN 
Since Jordan entered into the Camp David Treaty, the peace with Jordan will be in risk 
of being overturned also. 
 
The Foreign Ministry of Jordan also issued a stern public warning: 

 
Early this morning, the UN Agency, UNICEF, issued the following urgent notice: 
UNICEF - Situation in Gaza is Catastrophic "Relentless bombing, a massive increase in 
the displacement of children and families, and no safe places." 
 
It is vital to point out that when UNICEF reports "relentless bombing" taking place in the 
Gaza Strip, it is the bombing of CIVILIANS.  
 
With Jordan and Saudi Arabia openly warning Israel to stop, and with Egypt publicly 
warning that they may withdraw from the Camp David Peace Treaty, the Middle East is 
poised for an explosion in military action. 
 
Having seized upon the October 7 attacks as a pretext, Israel has moved to implement 
a long-term plan to render Gaza uninhabitable and either kill or expel its population. The 
assault on Rafah will mark a new stage in this vast crime. Andre Damon, World Socialist 
Web Site 
 
On Friday, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ordered the Israeli military to prepare a 
plan for the forced expulsion of Palestinians located in Rafah, the southernmost city in 
Gaza where over 1.3 million displaced civilians have taken refuge in tent cities. The 
announcement was met with howls of protest from political leaders and human rights 
groups around the world who understand that Israel is now implementing the final phase 
of its ethnic cleansing operation which began on October 7. Despite the public outcry 
and mounting opposition, Netanyahu is moving ahead with his plan to drive the non-
Jewish population from their historic homeland in order to establish a permanent Jewish 
majority on Palestinian territory. This is from an article at Politico: 

https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/world-regions/saudi-arabia
https://www.foxnews.com/world/israeli-strike-rafah-leaves-31-palestinians-dead-planned-ground-invasion
https://www.foxnews.com/world/israeli-strike-rafah-leaves-31-palestinians-dead-planned-ground-invasion
http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0jstqhTAUAL_mZNdwHqm5LrK4YPMbJcb4AKOisaH9-nIL3Q7DMIMbemKJKjmyaJvGoDzU7EKSoZc0NnG0KUpoe0SJfUshcmskqsUxskEmone0RJp0ZzpqrW-eH8T-YVowmCd9bz867lmtbi7luECewB7Y11p1veql93MC9mkD9uEsS1zTBexfdWCPDOwJgf0x9cPbSKjnklcQf5f8ee33GRNIl3JYVuDmBWPIR1imDaTLdV7Klr5VdsIPS2JYnS59ha2kEOcTDIZ9_dsr7l_-DQAA__8jwVM_
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On Friday, Netanyahu announced he had ordered defense forces to “submit to the 
cabinet a dual plan for both evacuating the population and bringing down the battalions” 
ahead of an “intensive operation.”… 
 
In preparation of the assault, Israeli forces have ramped up their airstrikes and shelling 
on the southern Gaza metropolis…. Netanyahu’s plans raised alarm among aid 
agencies and world leaders alike, who fear the consequences of a ground assault on a 
city already overcrowded with civilians… 
 
United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres expressed similar sentiments, 
saying that an operation in Rafah would “exponentially increase what is already a 
humanitarian nightmare with untold regional consequences.” Netanyahu orders Rafah 
evacuation ahead of expected ground invasion, -Politico 
 
Keep in mind, Netanyahu is using a fully-equipped, state-of-the-art military to subdue an 
unarmed civilian population. This is not a war in any traditional sense of the word. The 
Palestinians are being terrorized into compliance and forced at gunpoint to move from 
one location to another. Now they are going to be driven from the urban area in Rafah 
to a barren plain that is devoid of food, water or protection from the elements. The 
objective of this maneuver is to create a humanitarian crisis so colossal that foreign 
leaders will be forced to enact an emergency resettlement program that will address the 
refugee problem while absolving Israel of any legal responsibility. This is from 
the Telegraph on Saturday: 
 
Netanyahu said a “massive operation” is needed in Rafah, adding that he has asked 
security officials to present a “double plan” that would encompass civilian evacuations  
 
It comes as Israel on Friday bombed targets in Rafah, expanding its Gaza ground 
offensive to the densely populated southern city where more than half of the territory’s 
2.3 million people have sought refuge. 
 
Airstrikes overnight and into Friday hit two residential buildings in Rafah, while two other 
sites were bombed in central Gaza, including one that damaged a kindergarten-turned-
shelter for displaced Palestinians. Twenty-two people were killed, according to AP 
journalists who saw the bodies arriving at hospitals. Netanyahu orders Rafah 
evacuation plan, -Telegraph. 
 
The reason Israel continues to kill non-combatants who are in-no-way connected to 
Hamas, is because it convinces everyone else that the bombing is “indiscriminate” 
which, in turn, suggests that the perpetrator is a deranged madman driven by irrational 
hatred. This is how one terrorizes the public into doing whatever is demanded of them. 
We expect that much of Israel’s current psy-ops in Gaza was meticulously worked out 
with a battery of behavioral psychologists long before the first bomb was dropped, 
perhaps, years before the Hamas attack on October 7. 
 

http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0jkFuwyAQAF-Db7bYhRrnwCGSyzeqNdnEVIAtDLHS11ep1OtoNJqbvS2AyndswUgzjlqqqVvtMgGD4tt4JySYpJEEsOAkvSZzAdkFixK1RAD4kAZggGHWM1yMG6-fgG7SF6Flegwt_wx-S120a637IdRVoBPozvMc9i2GGvw2cBPoqNTgIwt0C-dvSiH3mSvlF62tL3SntQ9HIY79TpGPGjL3_CTfqIYtv6vKtZq-jq0Vz0LNnChEgeMbeko7hUcWak7nGmrmV5eswsmA0tgVy0_KlcmvRWhJW_ybrvZf_g0AAP__7k1efA
http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0jkFuwyAQAF-Db7bYhRrnwCGSyzeqNdnEVIAtDLHS11ep1OtoNJqbvS2AyndswUgzjlqqqVvtMgGD4tt4JySYpJEEsOAkvSZzAdkFixK1RAD4kAZggGHWM1yMG6-fgG7SF6Flegwt_wx-S120a637IdRVoBPozvMc9i2GGvw2cBPoqNTgIwt0C-dvSiH3mSvlF62tL3SntQ9HIY79TpGPGjL3_CTfqIYtv6vKtZq-jq0Vz0LNnChEgeMbeko7hUcWak7nGmrmV5eswsmA0tgVy0_KlcmvRWhJW_ybrvZf_g0AAP__7k1efA
http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0j8uK5CAYhZ_G7Az6a-WycFGQ8TUGL_9UpDQJXipMP31jQ28Oh48DH8crbzkIN6DiM5unSTKxDLua7Tpbs0gp7bJMwnMLQrp_gk_ePuxih6CAgWTAOX-wmfORj5vc-Drr6fmHg17kSiRLr7EdX6M70xDVXutViHgS0AT0fd9jxYivbK59dOfY3p2eOXp64F0I6G4goBn0WAnoFLyPSNGUSl0OJRQawwdpK7TUHN5Y6H62unduKpZK2-V76UqhW01_y9myQyI2TCZEAlOHzqTLhNdBxJbuPdQD_w9JCVhmLiQMWeHHHBWN2zORzJzx51FVv-PvAAAA___gDWaQ
http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0j8uK5CAYhZ_G7Az6a-WycFGQ8TUGL_9UpDQJXipMP31jQ28Oh48DH8crbzkIN6DiM5unSTKxDLua7Tpbs0gp7bJMwnMLQrp_gk_ePuxih6CAgWTAOX-wmfORj5vc-Drr6fmHg17kSiRLr7EdX6M70xDVXutViHgS0AT0fd9jxYivbK59dOfY3p2eOXp64F0I6G4goBn0WAnoFLyPSNGUSl0OJRQawwdpK7TUHN5Y6H62unduKpZK2-V76UqhW01_y9myQyI2TCZEAlOHzqTLhNdBxJbuPdQD_w9JCVhmLiQMWeHHHBWN2zORzJzx51FVv-PvAAAA___gDWaQ
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It’s also worth noting, that Israel’s unexpected blitz on Rafah comes on the heels of 
explicit promises from senior-level Israeli officials that Palestinians who willingly left their 
homes in the North would find safety in the South. Now these same people are being 
pelted with bombs and pushed into the desert where their prospects for survival are 
dismal at best. We can only conclude that the reason the Palestinians are being treated 
so horribly is because they are part of the non-Jewish minority who are widely regarded 
as inferior to the Israeli Jews. The Palestinians are not being expelled because they 
pose a national security threat but because they are more prolific than the Jews who 
want to maintain a sizable majority whatever the cost. In other words, the Palestinians 
are not being deported for something they’ve done but for who they are. This is from 
Reuters: 
 
Egypt is moving to avert a mass exodus from the Gaza Strip into its Sinai Peninsula… 
Israel’s assault on Gaza has caused alarm in Egypt, which has urged Israel to provide 
safe passage for civilians from the enclave rather than encouraging them to flee 
southwest towards Sinai…. 
 
Egypt has sent about 40 tanks and armored personnel carriers to northeastern Sinai 
within the past two weeks as part of a series of measures to bolster security on its 
border with Gaza….The military has also taken up new positions close to the border, 
running patrols to monitor the area… 
 
Rafah is the sole possible crossing point into Sinai for Gaza’s 2.3 million residents. The 
rest of the densely populated strip is surrounded by the sea, and by Israel… 
 
On Tuesday, the Israeli military revised a recommendation by one of its spokespeople 
that Palestinians fleeing its air strikes in Gaza head to Egypt.  Egypt moves to prevent 
exodus of Palestinians from besieged Gaza, Reuters 
 
There it is in black and white. Israel is going to drive the Palestinians into the desert, 
create a ghastly humanitarian crisis, and eventually force the majority of them across 
the border and into Egypt. This is Netanyahu’s endgame, a Jewish-only homeland from 
the River to the Sea. 
 
Who will stop him? 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  

http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0j82K5CAURp_G7Ax6NT-1cFGQ8TWGG72VCFELNROmnr5JN70954OP441fJSjXkZGTmMZRCzV3uxlmwkGJl6cJUA_OjcrPM4xq8JMHUF0wIEALkFIOYpKyl_2iF_mY7Pj8I8HO-sG0iFt_pk_vcuwOs7f2rkw9GVgG9rquvtDZqNTb3ySXwzOwMXh_ECesjYFdc1yx-EipVb6HxrEQ8g0_yGtIGPiai6fCXcm1hrT9qPx6BRfwqBwEKC4Fl-L-VfZs8W_NZ3HE1EIRw8FgvKHD-MawJaaWeO2hJfrfRaNgnqTS0BVD_zA1QrcXpgXm4zurmd_xVwAAAP__q3torw
http://emailtrack.mg.unz.com/c/eJw0j82K5CAURp_G7Ax6NT-1cFGQ8TWGG72VCFELNROmnr5JN70954OP441fJSjXkZGTmMZRCzV3uxlmwkGJl6cJUA_OjcrPM4xq8JMHUF0wIEALkFIOYpKyl_2iF_mY7Pj8I8HO-sG0iFt_pk_vcuwOs7f2rkw9GVgG9rquvtDZqNTb3ySXwzOwMXh_ECesjYFdc1yx-EipVb6HxrEQ8g0_yGtIGPiai6fCXcm1hrT9qPx6BRfwqBwEKC4Fl-L-VfZs8W_NZ3HE1EIRw8FgvKHD-MawJaaWeO2hJfrfRaNgnqTS0BVD_zA1QrcXpgXm4zurmd_xVwAAAP__q3torw
mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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